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ABSTRACT
Recent developments in very large scale integration have
made it feasible to construct a highly parallel computer composed
of large numbers of interconnected microcomputers. The individual nodes of these multimicrocomputer nelworks do not share
any common memory. making it crucial to select an interconnecUon network capable of efficiently supporting internode communication. The modeling problems posed by this approach to parallel
processing differ in several significant respects from those associated with traditional queueing netwotk models of computer systems. Among them are the size of the models, the varied interconnection network topologies, and algorithm dependent internode
communication patterns. We extend queueing theoretic models to
include multimicrocomputer networks with primary emphasis on
two areas: characterizing interconnection network workloads and
finding efficient solution techniques for the resulting models.
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Introduction
Dramatic advances in very large scale integration have suggested a new
paradigm for parallel computation based on large numbers of interconnected

microcomputer nodes. Each network node, fabricated as one or two VLSI chips,
would contain a processor with some locally addressable memory, a communica

R

tion controller capable of routing messages without delaying the processor, and

a small number of connections to other nodes.
Proposed

application

areas

for

multirnicrocomputer

networks

have

included mini-max game tree searches [ALKBO], finite element problems

[SMITB2], and partial differential equations solvers [REEDB3b]. The cooperating
tasks of parallel algorithms for these problems would execute asynchronously
on different nodes and communicate via message passing. Because the nodes do
not share any globally accessible memory, the performance of a multimicrocomputer network is critically dependent on the underlying interconnection
network and its message passing efficiency. Furthermore, the VLSI implementation of the nodes and their limited fanout severely constrain the interconnection
network connectivity.
The modeling problems posed by this approach to paraHel processing differ
in several significant respects from those associated with traditional queueing
network models

of computer systems [BUZE71].

Among

the important

differences are:
• model size,
• varied interconnection network topologies, and

o
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•

algorithm dependent communication patterns.

By most standards. a computer system model containing one hundred devices
would be considered extremely large. but multimicrocompuler networks containing up to 106 nodes have been proposed (DESP78, WITTS1], with a one hun-

dred node network classified as smalL With the inclusion of an interconnection
network in the model, techniques capable of accommodating vast numbers of
devices are needed.
The performance of an algorithm executing on a mullimicrocomputer network depends not only on the internode communication pattern of the algorithm.
but also on how well the topology of the network (e.g .. ring or nearest neighbor)

matches the

communication pattern.

Useful models should include

the

influence of both communication patterns and network topology on system performance.
In this paper we extend queueing theoretic models to include multimicrocomputer networks. Primary attention is focused on two areas: characterizing
interconnection network workloads and finding efIicient solution techniques for
multimicrocomputer network models. We illustrate the techniques using one
possible network: the bidirectional ring. As we shaU see, the ring is generally
not a desirable interconnection strategy for large multimicrocomputer networks: we use it simply for pedagogic purposes.

Network Communication Patterns
Each message generated by a source node crosses some communication
links and passes through the communication controllers of intermediate nodes
before reaching its destination node and causing some computation to occur.
Each commWlication link crossing and the resulting computation constitute a
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visit

to a link or node.
Given a multimicrocomputer network with a specified interconnection net-

work topology and the internode communication pattern of an algorithm, it is in
principle possible to calculate the mean number of visits made by a message to
each device. In practice however, the size of the network generally makes this
calculation both computationally intractable and numerically unstable; we must
elide some details and adopt an abstraction of the actual system. Because the
selection of an appropriate interconnection network is so crucial. we have
chosen to abstract the communication patterns while retaining representation

of interconnection network details.
In its most general form. the mean number of link Visits, LV, made by a
message is given by

LV =

lm=

I;

I, <1>(1)

(1)

L=l

where ~(l) is the probability of a message crossing l communication links, and
lmax is the maximum internode distance.

Different choices for lJ!(l) lead to

different message routing distributions and in turn, different values of LV. In
the following, we consider three different message routing distributions for
which it is possible to obtain closed forms for LV. To do this, however, we must
first distinguish between two types of interconnection networks: symmetric and
asymmetric.
In a symmetric interconnection network there exists a homomorphism that
maps any node of the network graph onto any other node. Intuitively, all nodes
possess the same view of the network. A bidirectional ring is a simple example
of a symmetric interconnection network because each message can always

(Y)!
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reach two nodes by

cr-Of"

'_ng any given number of communication links. Con-

versely, an asymmetric interconnection network is any network that is not symmetric: a tree structured interconnection is an example. For simplicity's sake,
our discussion is limited to symmetric networks; see [REEDB3a] for a discussion
of asymmetric networks. Table I summarizes the notation using in describing

communication patterns for symmetric networks.
Uniform Message Routing
Message routing is said to be uniform if the probability of node i sending a

message to node j is the same for all i and j, i

;I:.

j. Because we are interested

in message transfers requiring use of the inlerconnection network, we exclude

the case in which nodes send messages to themselves.
Consider an interconnection network containing K nodes obeying uniform
message routing. Define Reach(l, Net-type) as the number of nodes reachable
from an arbitrary node by crossing exactly l communication links. Then the
probability of a message requiring l link traversals to reach its destination is

ReachO, Net type)

.(I) =

K

-

1

and the mean number of links traversed by a message is
lm=

l:

Lvunifarm

I

I . Reach{l. Net-type)

I

K

1

where lmax is the maximum distance to any node.
The uniform message routing distribution is appealing because it makes no
assumptions about the nature of the computation generating the messages
Since most distributed computations should exhibit some measure of locality in
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the exchange of messages. it also provides what is likely to be an upper bound

on the mean number of link visits.
As an illustration, consider the bidirectional ring with an odd number of

nodes K. For any specified distance in each direction from a source node. two
other nodes can be reached. Thus.

and

L~n\Jorm
ruog

=

K +
K -

1

1
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Sphere of Locality Message Routing

Suppose the uniform message routing assumption were relaxed. Any reasonable mapping of a distributed computation onto a multimicrocomputer network should place those tasks that exchange messages with high frequency physieatly close to one another in the network. One abstraction of this idea places
each node at the center of a sphere of locality. A node sends messages to the
other nodes in its sphere of locality with some high probability

rp. whereas mes-

sages are sent to nodes outside the sphere of locality with low probability 1 - rp.

6
If L is the maximum number of links a message may cross and remain in

the sphere of locality centered at its source (i.e.. L is the radius of the sphere),
the number of nodes contained in a sphere of locality is

LocSize(L, Net-type) =

L

L; Reach (I , Net-type)
t=l

The network symmetry implies that each node is contained in the localities of

LocSize (L, Net-type)

other

nodes

and

is

outside

the

localities

of

K - LocSize (L, Net-type) - 1 nodes. Thus, the message tra1Iic on the com-

munication links is uniform even though the message routing distribution is not.
Given the values of rp and L, the message routing distribution is given by

Reachel, Net-type)
LocSize (L, Net type)
rp

lSl:fL

.(1) =
(1 - ~) Reach(l, Net-type)
K - LocSize (L, Net -type) - 1

L<lslma:x,

and the mean number of communication links traversed by a message under
this message routing distribution is

=

/m~

L;1·.(l)

(2)

1=1

~

=

L

L;I· Reach(l, Net-type)
1=1

LocSize (L, Net -type)

(1 -

+

~)[LV""'fO~
K

(K - 1) -

t l ' Reach(l, Net-type)]
1=1

LocSize (L. Net type)

1

The first term is simply the product of the average number of links traversed
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when sending a message to a node in the locality and the probability of visiting
the locality rp. The second term has a similar interpretation for nodes outside
the locality.
For the bidirectional ring, the locality size is merely 2£. and

!L

lslsL

L

~(l )

2(1 - p)
K - 2L - 1

SUbstituting this function into (2) gives

peL + 1) + (1 "'-"''-20'--=-"--

~)[(K

- 1)2 - 4L(L
4K(K - 2L - 1)

Decreasing Proba.bility Message Routing
The previous definition of locality is useful if the probability of visiting the
locality is high and the size of the locality is small compared to the size of the

network. There are, however. many cases when this is not an appropriate
abstraction. An alternative, intuitively appealing. notion of locality is that the
probability of sending a message to a node decreases as the distance of the des-

tination node from the source node increases.
A wide variety of distribution functions exhibiting some rate of decay exist,
but the distribution function
~(l)

=

Deoay(d, lm=)· d'

O<d<l,

where Decay(d, lmax) is a normalizing constant, is particularly attractive. As d

8

approaches one, the cdf of ip approximates a linearly increasing function of the
distance from the source node. Conversely, as d approaches zero, the cdr of ip

approaches a nearest neighbor communication pattern. Choices of d between
these two extremes lead to varying degrees of message routing locality.
The value of Decay(d, lmaz) is chosen so that

Decay(d,lm=)

'm=

2::

dl

= 1 .

t=l

Simple algebra yields

=

Decay(d,lm=)

d -

d(d lm

1

=

1)'

and
~(l)

l)d l

=

-

1

Substituting this into (1), we obtain

LV""""

=

lm=

2:: I

. ~(l)

(3)

L=l

=

d[(d . lmaz -

=

(d -

lmax 1m

1)(d =

l)d fmaz +

1]

- 1)

Interestingly, lmax is the only network dependent parameter in this formula.
Finally, LV lor the bidirectional ring is obtained by substituting

lm= in (3).

~
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Figure I shows the mean number of link visits for a fifteen node ring under
the various message routing distributions. By varying the parameters of these
distributions, a wide variety of distribution functions ranging from uniform mes-

sage routing to nearest neighbor communication can be obtained.
Visit Ratios and Service Times

In our formulation of message routing in the previous section. a message

leaves a source node, crosses some communication links to reach its destination, and causes some computation to lake place there. The visit ratio

Vi is

defined as the average number of visits made to device i by a message.
Under the uniform message routing distribution discussed earlier, it is obvi-

ous that the visit ratios for all network nodes must be the same. Because a message visits only one node, its destination, we require the sum of the node visit
ratios to be one. This immediately leads to the following value for the node visit
ratios:
1
K

(4)

Somewhat surprisingly, the node visit ratios are also given by (4) when the
two non-uniform message routing distributions are considered.

This follows

from two features of the networks and the routing distributions: network symmetry and similar message routing behavior at all nodes.
L V represents the average number oC visits made by a. message to all com-

munication links. Dividing LV by the number of communication links yields the
communication link visit ratios:

10
VeL

=

LV

Numlinlcs (K, Net type)

.

This quantity can be viewed as a measure of the message intensity supported by
a single link. If VeL is near one, then nearly all messages must cross each link at

some point along a path to their destination.
Strictly speaking. this simple definition is only accurate if the interconneclion network contains only one type of communication link. In a binary tree one

would expect the communication tratl'ic on the links at each tree level to be
different, leading to different link visit ratios for each level.

To accurately

analyze interconnection networks with multiple types of communication links. it
is necessary to consider the visils to each link type separately.
The visit ratios define the network communication pattern. To fully determine the network workload. the amount of service required by each visit to a
device must be specified. Suppose

s.f.

were defined as the average amount of

service required by a message during each visit to device i. Then the product

V;;S" would be the tota.l amount of service required by an average message at
device i. These

ViS"

products are the network workload used in the remainder

of our analysis
To simplify this analysis, we further assume that computations require the
same mean time

SPE

an average message.

at an nodes, and that all links require time

SCL

to transmit

It should be emphasized that this assumption is nat

required. The succeeding discussion can be applied in its entirety, albeit involvlng somewhat more arduous symbol manipulation. if each device has a distinct
service time.

o
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Solution Techniques
Having established abstract workloads for multimicrocomputer networks,
we now consider solution techniques for the resulting models. These techniques

range from asymptotic bound analysis [DENN78] to exact solution of product
form queueing networks [BASK75], but they all take advantage of network symmelry and the message routing distributions to reduce the model solution time

to tractable levels.
Because of our simplifying assumptions and the paucity of prototype multimicrocompuler networks, these techniques are primarily intended to compare

interconnection networks and derive order of magnitude performance estimates. More accurate predictions will undoubtedly require more detailed infor-

matico and extensive simulation studies.

Asymptotic Bound Analysis
Given the workload specified by the ViSi products, Denning and Buzen
[DENN7B] established the follOWing bound on the message completion rate X o of
a closed queueing network model, assuming only steady state behavior:

Xe

<

-

_(1

N)

rom VbSb . R e

'

(5)

where

and

o
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Ho =

L; v,s,

,

Because of our assumptions about network symmetry and message routing distributions. the number of distinct VS products is rather small. normally no

more than four or five, This apparent limitation can be turned to advantage; by
using the bound (5), equating VS products, and solving for the appropriate quan-

lities, it is possible [REEDB3a] to obtain:
• network sizes where the performance bounds of different networks inter-

sect.
• the ratio of computation quanta needed for two ditTerent networks to
achieve the same performance.
•

the ratio of computation to communication where communication delays
limit the message passing rate (Le"

the minimum feasible computation

quanta), and
• network performance botulds that are independent of network size.

As illustrations of these last two points. we consider the bidirectional ring once
more. The VS products for the ring, with uniform message routing, are

sJ!p'
K

and

with

Equating these VS products and rearranging terms gives

si!tg(K + 1)
4K

(6)
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SPE

K

+

1

4

SCL

AB this critical ratio of computation to communication time, computation delays

and communication delays equally limit the message completion rate. If the
ratio of computation to communication time for a message falls below this value.
communication delays will limit the message passing rate. Furthermore, the
ratio depends linearly on K, the number of network nodes. If K were doubled.
the ratio of computation time to communication time must also double to
prevent communication delays from dominating.
Now consider the limit

1

lim

x··

This limit defines an absolute upper bound on the message completion rate of a
network even if it contained an infinite number of nodes. Using the ring with

uniform message routing as an example once more, we obtain
1

Xo < lim
x ••
max

=

=

lim

x<·

4
SCL

[ SPE

~

4K
SCL(K + 1)

SCL(K

+ 1)

4K

)
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No ring based system with uniform message routing can pass messages faster
than this rate. In general, any interconnection topologies whose message passing rates are bounded above by a constant are unsuitable for large networks.

Product Form Queueing Networks
Heretofore we have obtained only bounds on the network message passing
rale. To efficiently evaluate the function Xo(N), the network message passing

rate when N messages are present in the network, we require the more restric-

tive assumptions of product form queueing networks [BASK75].
The most intuitive of the solution algorithms for product form networks,
mean value analysis [REISBO], prOVides a basis for several optimizations and
bounding techniques that lake advantage of properties specific to interconnection networks.

But before proceeding further with its description, we must

define some notation unique to queueing network solution algorithms. This notation, summarized in Table

n, will be used extensively throughout succeeding sec-

tions.
The standard mean value analysis (MVA) algorithm recursively computes

Xo(N) from Xo(N - 1) and requires O(NM) operations, where M is the total
number of nodes and communication links in the network. For networks with
104

-

lOll

devices, evaluation of Xo(N) with a similar number of messages could

require over 10 12 operations, a prohibitive number. In our earlier analysis, we
observed that all nodes had the same VS product and the communication link
VS products could be grouped into a small number of types T -

1. All devices

with the same VS product should have the same performance characteristics, so
finding these values for one device in each group of distinct VS products should
suffice. The revised MYA algorithm of Figure

n

takes advantage of these facts

15

and requires only O(NT) operations to evaluate Xo(N). Since there are normally
no more than four or five unique VS products, an appreciable savings is
obtained.
Applying this algorithm to several interconnection networks would show

that their message passing rate curves cross in several places. These crossing
points are important because they show where it would be advantageous to
change from one network to another and the range of network message populalions over which one network is preferred. Unfortunately, mean value analysis

makes finding these points difficult because it is an algoTithm and not a formula:
the message completion rate for population N cannot be determined without

calculating the message completion rates for all populations less than N. Thus,
one must enumerate the message completion rates and search for crossing
pOints.
If the requirement for an exact solution to the product form queueing network were relaxed. a formula approximating Xo(N) might be found. The characteristics of such a formula are the subject of the next section.

Balanced Job Bound Analysis
Zahorjan, et al [ZAH082] recently established the following upper and lower
bounds on the message completion rate of a closed. single class, load independent queueing network:
N

-;;---,--.,--d-'----:=.".-R o + (N l)V,S, " X 0 (N)

N

(N

l)V.S. ) .

(7)

where

LO'
.~- :

o
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M

He

E ~Si

=

'£=1

Ro
M'
and

=

I v;s,)

max

l'::isMl

.

In the particular case of interconnection networks, this simplifies to
T

Ro =

2: 0, . v. s, ,

t =1

Ro

-T--

2:0,

t=l

and

=

max

1 ,,;: t .,;: T

1I 1'.s,).

Figure HI illustrates the accuracy of the balanced job bounds for a ring with uniform message routing and unit node and link service times.
The balanced job bounds are attractive for several reasons:

• Only 0 (M) operations are needed (O( T) for interconnection networks).
• Bounds for a single message population can be obtained independently of
any other populations.
• Approximate points of intersection for X o(-) for different networks can be

obtained analytically.
to :
"i" ;
Cl '
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• Appropriate levels of problem parallelism can be estimated.
The last two points are addressed in detail in succeeding sections.

Approximate Intersection Points
Obtaining estimates of the point where network message passing rate
curves intersect is easy using the balanced job bounds. Consider two networks
with VS products denoted by

Vi St

and ~ ~. Equating the lower bounds obtained

from (7)

N
R o + (N

N

x

R o + (N - 1) Yo

1) Vi. S,

s,

and solving for N gives
A

CTOS3

N I,w

=

Ro
VbSb

R,., o,.,
VbSb

+ 1

A similar. though somewhat complicated, approach using the upper bounds gives
another approximate point of intersection,

N~r;fr.Ii.

The true point of intersection,

if it exists, lies between these two points.

Consider the relative performance of the ring with uniform routing and a

network whose nodes are all connected to a single bus. The VS products for the
ring are given by (6); those for the single bus are

and

with
R 'o~

--

S'~
PE

+

S'~
CL·

Assuming communication delays are the performance limiting factor, equating

c_:
~.;::J.

,

0'
I
I
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the lower bounds on the message passing rates of the ring and the bus gives
4K" -

9K -

1

3K - 1
If there are fewer messages than this in the network. the performance of the

single bus is superior to that of the ring.
Optimizing Problem PrLTrzllelis7n

The solution of many important problems can benefit from the judicious
application of parallelism, but the key word is judicious. Too little parallelism
underutilizes system resources,

whereas

excessive parallelism results in

unnecessary overhead and sometimes even in performance decreases. In principle. it should be possible to determine an optimal level of parallelism for an
algorithm on a specified system. In the general case this is extraordinarily

difficult. but a simple model of program parallelism can be constructed for networks of the type we have been considering.
Consider a sequential, distributed solution of a problem on an interconneclion network. The single circulating message requires service

SPE

and

SCL

at

the nodes and links respectively. 1f this message were partitioned into N completely parallel submessages asynchronously cooperating to solve the same
problem, optimally, no additional communication or computational overhead
would be required, and the mean service times for each submessage would be

S~E

and

S~L.

Realistically, there is some overhead involved in combining the

results of a parallel computation, and it is unlikely that any problem can be partitioned such that the subproblems are completely disjoint.

00'

q
Cl
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Suppose f (N) represents the scaling factor for the mean node service time
when the problem solution has been partitioned into N parallel messages. The
mean node service time then becomes a function of N:

SPE(N)

= f (N) . SPE .

(This is not a load dependent server but a mean service time that is a function of
the total number of customers in the network.) Let g (N) have a similar
interpretation for the communication link service times. Then the bottleneck
VS product is given by

V, S, (N)

= max ( VPESPE(N) , VdLSedN) , ... , v&-'SedN) ) ,

and the function
N
R o + (N - l)V,S,(N)

(8)

N

+ (N - l)V,S,(N)

SPE(N) + SeL(N)

....

,l;

N
VeL

+ (N

1) V,S, (N)

represents a lower bound on the rale messages complete when N are in the net-

work. Tbis last qualification is cruciaL As the number of messages increases,
the amount of useful computation each represents decreases. Because each
message represents one Nth of the original problem, (8) must be scaled by ~.
This results in
'"""" ,i
'-""
.. :

.~

,-

.:
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1

SPE (N) + SCL (N)

l; VCL + (N

l)V.So(N) .

(9)

links

To find an optimal N, one simply differentiates (9), sets the result equal to zero,
and solves for N. At first glance, this appears to be little more than an exercise
in symbol manipulation, but precisely this approach has provided some striking
insights into an optimal mapping of asynchronous partial differential equations
solvers onto multimicrocomputer networks [REEDB3b].

Additional. Modeling Considerations
lncreasing the realism of models makes their quantitative evaluation more
difficult.

Capturing the salient features of a system while eliding irrelevant

details is the essence of the modeler's art. Packet SWitching and simultaneous
resource possession are among those features we have elided that deserve comment.

More detailed study of multimicrocomputer interconnection networks

will undoubtedly require examination of these features.

Packet Switching
For modeling purposes we have assumed that information is passed by messages. ln any real system, communication is likely to involve decomposition of
messages into fixed length packets. From a practical standpoint, this approach
provides several advantages:
• Fixed packet size reduces the amount of buffer space reqUired at nodes
intermediate between source and destination.
•

Source to destination delay may be reduced by permitting packets to
proceed in parallel along multiple shortest paths.
0'
Lf):

0:
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•

Communication protocols are simplified.
From a modeling standpoint, the problems of packet switching in a closed

queueing network are virtually insurmolUltable. Delays are involved in message

decomposition and reassembly, and the number of packets in the cornmlUlication network varies over time. No simple method for dealing with these prob·
lems is known. Fortunately, all is not as bad as it seems. The communication
capacity of an interconnection network is independent of whether the communi-

cation paradigm is packet or message based so bounding techniques can be
applied in either case. In addition, the estimates for finite message populations
provide lower bounds on the communication speed of equivalent networks
employing packet switching.

Simultaneous Resource Possession
The simultaneous use of two or more system resources by a single message
poses another modeling problem.

Suppose the communication controller of

each node were capable of transmitting on only one link to which it is connected
at any given time. The transmission of a message would require simultaneous
use of the source node controller, the receiving node controller, and the communication link connecting them. Clearly, this behavior can adversely affect the
maximum message passing rate.
]n the worst case, how large could the performance degradation be?

]f

no

more than one link connected to each node can be active, scaling the estimates
for the case in which all links could be simultaneously transmitting data by the
maximum number of connections per node should give a lower bound on the
true message passing rate. Whether scaling is needed depends of course on the
design of the communication controller and the network communication

!,ni

o
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protocol. These questions are at a much finer level of detail than we have thus

tar considered.
Summary
We have described three abstract interconnection network workloads based
on different assumptions about internode communication patterns. Using these

workloads. we developed computationally efficient exact and approximate solulion techniques tor queueing network models based on these workloads. With
these techniques, it is possible to compare the performance of different interconnection networks processing the same workload, calculate the minimum
feasible computation quanta for a network. and determine optimal levels of
parallelism.
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Modified single class mean value analysis algorithm
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15 node bidirectional ring message completion rate
Uniform message routing - unit service times

